-INTRODUCTION
proton, and electron-electron r.d.f. As two examIn many problems dealing with thermodynamic ples of these calculations : figure 1 shows variafunctions and transport properties of a dense fluid tions of g versus rT at different temperatures eP or a dense plasma, it is essential to have a preci-T ; while figure 2 illustrate the contribution of 6 se knowledge of the form of the two-particle effecgb and gs to gep at T=10 K. gb and g are respectitiveFotential (or binary Slater sum) and the corve contributions to g from bound states and scaeP responding pair correlation function. Here we conttered states of e-p system. In this figure gc is sider the simplest case of a gaseous hydrogeneous the r.d.f. corresponding to a Coulomb potential :
plasma at temperatures high enough for the hydrogen 2 5 gc = exp (-Be Ir)
with B = (kB~)-l molecules to be dissociated, say about 10 K. In this system, the classical calculation of the pair Based on these and other results we obtained radial distribution function g (r,T)(r.d.f.) diverthe following simple empirical expression, which 2 ges when the distance between particles r tends toreproduces quite satisfactorily the exact numerical ward zero, due to a singularity at r=O. In order to results :
remove this singularity it is necessary to take in-
1121x] {exp[-(ax+bx +CX ) ] -1 ) to account the quantum effects. But, the inclusion of these effects increases considerably the difficulty of calculations. To keep these calculations analytic one has to make some simplifying approximations. Following these lines and for kBT > 1 Ryd, Deutsch [I] obtained a Kramers-like pseudo-potential in the framework of the Two-Component Plasma model. In earlier works, with the inclusion of Diffraction [2] and Symmetry effects [3] , some formally analogous expressions were derived, in high-temperature and dense classical electron gas within the framework of the One-Component Plasma model.
References to previous works on this problem are, given by Barker [4] , and Davies and Storer Barker ' s ,study [4] , we are computing numerically Finally, we pay attention to the very-high temperature regime, where relativistic effects become non-negligible for plasma with large Z species.
( 1 968). 
